Arnold & Son joins Northrop & Johnson
for 2016 Singapore Yacht Show
The sixth Singapore Yacht Show was held at the award-winning ONE°15 Marina
in Sentosa Cove from 7 to 10 April 2016. The show provided a spectacular
backdrop for a myriad superyachts, glamorous parties, high-end entertainment
and an exclusive range of luxury lifestyle products that included cars, jewellery,
luxurious real estate and fine watchmaking. As Northrop & Johnson’s strategic
partner, Arnold & Son was also in attendance to showcase some of the latest
additions to its fabulous haute horlogerie collection, including several that
debuted at the Baselworld watch and jewellery show in March.
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Providing a top-class platform for regional guests to meet individuals with a serious interest
in high-end boats and cars, the Singapore Yacht Show continues to grow in popularity every
year and is now one of Asia Pacific’s most renowned and prestigious marine-themed events.
This year’s show attracted thousands of visitors, made up of yachting professionals, boat
owners, business decision-makers and luxury lifestyle representatives. Among them was
charter and sales broker Northrop & Johnson, who offered a tantalizing array of luxury
sailing yachts and other vessels. During the show, he won the Best Asia based Charter
Company Award at the Asia Pacific Boating Awards. For the 2nd year in a row.
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Arnold & Son’s presence with Northrop & Johnson at events like the Singapore Yacht Show
serves a triple purpose. First, it gives the brand direct access to a prestigious target group of
refined luxury connoisseurs. Second, it is a perfect opportunity for the company to highlight a
history in which its founder John Arnold and his son, Roger, played a leading role in
developing a reliable means of determining longitude at sea. Third, and perhaps most
importantly, it provides the brand with a glamorous platform for its exquisite high-end
products and new launches. Two of this year’s favourites included the Nebula, which, as its
name suggests, features custom bridges in a reverse star pattern resembling the Crab Nebula,
and the Constant Force Tourbillon, a high-end timepiece that combines extreme precision
and a true beat seconds.

Nebula
Manufacture Arnold & Son A&S5101 calibre, skeletonized
black ADLC (base plate) & NAC (bridges) treated movement,
hand-wound, stainless steel case, diameter 41.50 mm
© Arnold & Son

Constant Force Tourbillon
Manufacture Arnold & Son A&S5119 calibre, anthracite open
dial, hand-wound, 18-karat red gold case, diameter 46 mm
© Arnold & Son

For more information please don’t hesitate to contact us:
info@arnoldandson.com
ARNOLD & SON SA
Boulevard des Eplatures 38
CH – 2300 La Chaux-de-Fonds
Switzerland
www.arnoldandson.com
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